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A request was made Thursday to the
UMaine Board of Trustees to put off action on its "Goals and Strategies Plan"
until it and two other reports can be
discussed at public hearings.
In a letter to BOT Chairman Joseph
Hakanson, House Majority Leader John
Diamond expressed his concern that
"the university system and the credibility of the board and administration
would suffer unless the trustees show a
willingness to hear what the public has
to say regarding the plans."
The plan, which was adopted by the
board of trustees at its Presque Isle
meeting Nov. 19, would involve cutting
undergraduate enrollment at the UMO
campus to 5,000 and expanding the

graduate program to 2,500, an increase
of 150 percent.
The letter also stated, "There exists a
great deal of skepticism about whether
the plan is in the best interests of the
university system. Even more apparent
is the feeling of people throughout the
state that immediate implementation of
this plan without greater public input
could lead to a significant decline in
public support for the University and a
dramatic loss of confidence in those who
lead and operate it."
Rep. Stephen Bost, D-Orono, said the
"whole scheme was premature. The
situation raises more questions than it
answers ... especially why it was releA.s-,..
ed now, only weeks before the Visiting
Committee Report is due."
The mission of the Visiting Committee, Bost said, is to look at the entire

system and suggest ways in which it can
become a first-rate one.
Rep. John Bott, R-Orono, said the
release of the plan was a political move,
to upstage the Visiting Committee's
report.
Both representatives said they did not
know what recommendations the report
would make, and that few, if any details
have been released. The report is due in
late December or early January.
"I've been hearing constantly from the
faculty (at UMO)that there's a real concern the wheels are in motion for shifting the emphasis from Orono to
USM," Bost said. "They're concerned
about their jobs and the integrity of the
Orono campus."
The economic impact of cutting
enrollment at UMO would reach beyond
campus boundaries. Bost said the con-

servative estimate for revenue loss from
tuition would be $4.5 million. There
would an estimated $20 million loss in
revenue to the Orono area, he said. "It
would make low morale (on campus)
already lower. There's a lot of uncertainty in the air," he said.
Bost said he had two concerns about
the presentation of the plan. It was
presented at the Presque Isle meeting
(the northernmost campus in the system)
while its main reforms concerned the
Orono campus.
Second, he said, a week and a half
before the Presque Isle meeting, the BUT
held an unprecedented meeting in
Bangor attended by UMO faculty and
staff at which no mention was made of
"this very dramatic plan."
N page 2)

Chancellor office move discouraged by many
by Robert Hardy
Staff Writer
Though a recent plan to relocate the
chancellor's office from Bangor to
Augusta has surprised many, the move
itself will only include the immediate
staff with office use being conducted
strictly on a part-time basis, the vice
chancellor for academic affairs said
Thursday.
Harlan Philippi said the change would
involve a movement of the chancellor's
office.

However, Rep. Stephen Bost, DOrono does not agree.

draining our resources from
northern Maine to southern Maine."

The move, Bost said, will encompass
a system-wide movement costing the
state millions of dollars.
"It is logical that one movement will
follow the other. It is only a matter of
time before this expanded movement
takes place," Bost said.

Kenneth Allen, executive assistant to
House Speaker John Martin, said the
• subject matter concerning the relocation
had come up last year during the delegation of the governor's commission as one
of their recommendations, but was not
sure what the objectives were as stated
by the UMaine board of trustees.

Furthermore, Bost said, "Such a move
would further isolate the Orono campus.
At this time it would be ill-conceived to
create another impression that we are

Francis Brown, a HOT member from
Calais, said over the years there has been
much discussion as to where the office
should be relocated, but the matter was

UMO foresters to continue
Christmas tree sale tradition
by Cathy Stanley
Staff Writer
'Following a tradition which began
over thirty years ago, the UMO chapter
of the forestry honor society, Xi Sigma
Pi, will sell Christmas trees again this
year.
Louis Morin, adviser of UMO's Xi
Sigma Pi and an instructor of forest
resources, said that 350 to 400 trees are
sold each year. The group gets the trees
from growers in Maine, the university
forest, and natural regeneration, said
Mark Doty, a member of Xi Sigma Pi.
Naturally regenerated trees are those
found in the woods which were not
planted or pruned but grew wild with a
nice shape, he said.
The Christmas tree sale will be held
from Dec. 6 to Dec. 15 in the parking lot
behind Nutting Hall, Doty said.
According to Doty, last year the sale
went so well that they ran out of trees
and had to shut down early. They are expecting the sale to be as successful this
year.
Selling the trees is a fund-raising event
for the organization which raises about
$2,000 a year, Morin said.
The money is used for scholarships
and awards given each spring at a banquet to one high-ranking student in each

class, and to pay tuition for four
students to attend a forestry summer
camp program, he said.. _
_
"We're one of the only chapters of Xi
Sigma Pi that has been successful in raising money," Morin said.
The trees are mostly Balsam fir, and
there will be some White pine.
White pine are not as well liked and
it is harder to find good ones, Doty said.
Morin said that potted trees will be

la this season, as they have for the past
three years.
The sale will include 25 to 30 trees
from 16 to 30 inches high which can be
planted in the spring.
Doty said these trees are popular with
college students because they can be put
in dorm rooms where cut trees are fire
hazards and illegal.
The trees will cost between $1.35 and
$2.15 per linear foot, depending on the
grade and type of tree, Morin said.,
This project is popular with the community, Doty said, an'd many people
come back each year to purchase their
Christmas tree from Xi Sigma Pi.
This year UMO Xi Sigma Pi members
will be selling maple syrup for the first
time, in addition to the Christmas trees.
The syrup is made by a graduate of the
University of Maine at Farmington and
his family, Morin said.

not explored in depth until 1982.
At that time, a study was done for the
first time to consider the overall cost of
moving the entire operation from
Bangor to Augusta, Brown said.
However, Brown also said, the study
revealed that the cost of such a movement of system-wide services would run
into several million dollars.
In addition, Brown said the movement
of the staff is mostly speculative.
"People must be told of such
possibilities ahead of time so they can
plan well in advance," Brown said.
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Selection changes recommended
by Robert Hardy
Staff Writer

•• This is a terribly important juncture
for the UMaine system and given the
problem with regional .bias," Bost
said, "it is more important than ever that
the, next chancellor be chosen with a
broad representation on the search committee."
Sen. Paul Gauvreau, D-Lewiston, and
co-sponsor of the bill said, "The
UMaine system has traditionally suffered in the legislature for several years
and has not received adequate funding."

Greater representation within the
search committee for a new chancellor
is the thrust of a bill sponsored by Rep.
Stephen Bost, D-Orono, who will
schedule a public hearing in January
before presenting it to the Maine
Legislature for a final vote in February.
If the bill becomes law, the law would
go into effect "almost immediately,"
Bost said. The bill contains a preamble,
which if not attached, would result in a
delay in implementation, he said.
Gauvreau said members of the state
Bost said the selection committee,
legislature feel "divorced" from the
hich consists of four UMaine board of
university system because they do not
t ustee members, one university faculty
have
a working knowledge of the issues.
member, and one university student, is
"We should expand this knowledge to
too limited in its representation to
its fullest," Gauvreau said.
nominate a new chancellor.
Bost said, "Of the four board of
Having poor representation on the
tru•tee members, three are from the chancellor search comm
ittee "further
Po!!land area which creates a regional breeds this feeling of alie
nation,"
bit.
Gauvreau said.

BLOOM COUNTY

In addition, Gauvreau said the
legislature has a better working relationship with the Maine vocational technical
institutes than the university system.
"We are trying to bridge the gap and
allow expanded political support for the
university system," Gauvreau said.
Kenneth Hayes, a UMO political
science professor and former Maine
senator, said the chancellor is an important link between the university and
many public officials.
"In the selection process, it would
seem unwise to have all the representation limited to the board of trustees,"
Hayes said.
The new bill will reduce the number
of BOT members by one, increase
university faculty member representation
from one to two members, and increase
student representation from one to two
members, Bost said.
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•Plan
(continued from page 1)
"If it was ready to unveil,"
he said, "it should have been
unveiled in Orono."
The plan would also tighten
up admission requirements in
arts and sciences, engineering
and forestry to accept students
with
strong
academic
backgrounds.
In reply to doubts voiced
about the wisdom of such a
move,
Trustee
Thomas
Monaghan has said: "We looked at the enrollments and the
cost of keeping a tewher education program at Orono and
made our own decision."
Members of the board of
trustees could not be reached
for comment Thursday.
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Tree Ornaments - $1.00

participation. th -the state.
Hours:
2p.m.-10p.m. College credit availab
le. Call:
In Boston 617-654-9000; In
Worcester
617-755-1264;
In
Northampton
413-586-8713. EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
EMPLOYER.
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EARN 5600-S800 DURI
NG WINTER
BREAK—Join Massachusetts largest
citizen
action organization, MASS.
FAIR SHARE
and MAKE THE DIFFERENCE
! Work for
a cleaner environment and increa
se voter

Orono-2 bedroom, pa), all utilities,
$330
per month. Call 866-3560.

LOST: Grey wool Logan coat with
green
military piping around the collar and
cuffs.
Much sentim.en tai value—no questi
ons asked upon return. Call 942-7524
after 5 p.m.
aasstfirds are $150 for the first twenty words and
10 cents for each additional word per day.
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Leiii supply you with poinsettias and
other flowering plants.
We also have foilage plants, arrangements
,
wreaths, and corsages for your holida
y
decoration needs

46 Main Street
Orono, Me. 04473
866-4995
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Frank Zappa
The Who
Tom Petty
AlPil
Joni Mitchell A'
The Clash
Twisted Sister
Pat Benatar
Steel Pulse
Plus a special order service for
those not-so-new or hard-to
-find titles
at NO EXTRA CHARGE.
Dr. Records
20 Main Street, Orono
866-7874
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Candidates for board wish to expand se
rvices

by Ken Brack
Staff Writer

Sarah Massengill and Duff
Plunkett believe they can reach more
off-campus students than past 0C13
officials, largely by sponsoring high
profile,
entertainment-related
activities.
Massengill, a senior psychology
major from Bayhead, New Jersey,
said as OCB president she would emphasize meeting the needs of those
students with programs that are less
academitally-centered and more
focused on entertainment."This is
not all I'm going to do, but I believe
this is the most effective way to reach
off-campus students," she said.
Some of those programs include
getting together with local artists and
performers to put on plays, art show,.
dance performances and isoett
readings. For University College
students, the OCB would sponsor
concerts, dinners in conjunction with
Peanuts Food Co-Op, and other
events, she said.
Plunkett, a junior Spanish/French
major from Stillwater, said that as
vice president he would promote
"flexibility in the OCB for
cooperating with other groups
more." Plunkett said he looks forward to establishing a working relationship with student government of,

ficials, and when organizing events,
and would "create a spirit of cooperation rather than competition as much
as possible."
Both candidates agreed with Higgins' and Brochu's idea to bring professionals to UMO in a monthly lecture series for off-campus students.
Massengill said she did not support
establishing a separate commuter
lounge, since "off-campus students
have the whole Memorial Union and
the Damn Yankee especially serves
that purpose."
Commenting further on differences
with the other candidates, Plunkett
said, "Our ticket has a lot of soul. I
would question the ability of our opponents to organize an outstanding
Bumstock." As an example of
highlighting the "vibrant artistic community at UMO," he said at
Bumstock he and Massengill would
organize a festival with music, and "as
many other art forms as possible."
Other ideas include a scheduling a
study break some night during finals
week for off-campus students,
Massengill said, as well as increasing
accessibility to child care facilities and
developing a daytime alternative food
project like the Soup Kitchen.
Elections will be held Monday and
Tuesday at the student unions on the
UMO and University College
campuses.
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Medical specialist speaks
on nuclear arms race
by Kelly Mullins
Staff Writer
A member of a leadership delegation
of Physicians for Social Responsiblity
which met with Soviet physicians to
discuss the nuclear arms race spoke
before a group of 30 people at UMO this
week.
Dr. Lesley Fernow, an internal
medicine specialist from Dover-Foxcroft,
was one of nine selected physicians who,
at the request of the Soviet government,
was asked to speak in four cities
throughout Russia last July.
"We were able to speak freely because
they knew what we were going to talk
about. We were there to speak about
nuclear war," Fernow said.
The international branch of this
organization, the International Physi-

by Ken Brack
Staff Writer

another goal they said they would work
for.

Two off-campus senators feel they
have the necessary experience and program ideas for increasing the services of
the Off-Campus Board for off-campus
students. Garry Higgins, a junior
marketing major from Pittsburgh, Pa.,
said one of his priorities as OCB President would be establishing an OCB
branch office at University College in
Bangor.\_./
"We want them to fed part of this college," Higgins said. "We want to see
OCB give them additional funding for
their office."
Gail Brochu is a junior accounting
major from Lewiston and transfer
dent from Westbrook College. She stusaid
as OCB vice president she would
"want
to allocate the $20,000-budget fairly
to
all people."
Both senators said they mould start a
monthly OCB guest lecture series to invite professionals from different fields to
speak practically about jobs. Using the
Student Survey Committee to reach offcampus students for their input on
budget spending would also be a priority, they said. Brochu is currently the
chairperson of the Student Survey
Committee.
Establishing a full-time commuter
lounge for off-campus students is

Speaking of differences with their opponents, Higgins said, "Gail and I
better represent the total off-cam
pus
population. We disagree with Plunkett's
desire to have a left-wing slant settl
ing
in the OCB, because that is the only
place for them in the student government."
Higgins said he did not want to reduc
e
funding for Bumstock, but "wants
OCB
to be more than Bumstock."
His philosophy, Higgins said, would
be to listen to everyone's ideas and if the
OCB agreed something needed to be
done, action would be taken.
Higgins' experience includes four
years in the Coast Guard as an assistant
morale officer, where he accounted for
a $250,000 budget, and his current position as co-chairman of the NonTraditional Students Interest Group.
Brochu's experience includesia year
working as an assistant treasurer at the
W.E. Cloutier Co. in Lewiston, where
she helped manage the office and staff.
Elections will be held Monday and
Tuesday. Voting will take place at the student unions on the UMO and University College campuses.
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cians for Prevention of Nuclear War, was
recently awarded the 1985 Nobel Peace
Prize. Dr. Bernard Lown, a UMO
graduate, and Dr. Jevgeni Chazv of the
Soviet Union co-founded the group
which has grown to represent more than
145,000 doctors and health professionals
in over 40 countries.
"All the physicians we spoke to were
as terrified of a nuclear war as we
were," Lown said.
Fernow said next year the U.S. will
begin an exchange of medical students
with the Soviet Union.
One the goals of the physicians group,
Fernow said, was to find out what
makes Americans and Soviets distrustful
of each other.
"We found that they are not afraid of
us as people but that they are afraid of
our government," Fernow said.
SS,
AP%
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World/U.S. News
'Unknown' to replace Reagan administrator
WASHINGTON (AP) — The abrupt
departure of Robert McFarlane as President Reagan's national security adviser
breaks up the administration's foreign
policy team and leaves an unknown,
untested adviser in place.
Where Henry Kissinger and
Zbingniew Brzezinski once exercised
enormous influence on the presidents

they advised, Vice Adm. John Poindexter now sits. And the battle to influence
him — or override him — is about to get
under way.
Administration hardliners wanted
Jeane Kirkpatrick placed in the job last
winter when she tired of being a
spokesperson for Washington at the
United Nations.
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Coats
Wool socks
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They are likely now to step up their efforts to fill the vacancy created by
McFarlane's departure and to win new
influence over Reagan's decisions.
Whether they prevail could depend on
Poindexter's world views and on the
force of his personality. About both, little is known outside the tight little world
of the staff of the National Security
Council, where he served as deputy to
McFarlane.
But the former Marine combat
veteran and student of international rela-

MANILA, Philippines (AP) — The vive this encounter," he
said in a news
long-divided political opposition ap- release.
peared Thursday to be uniting behind
Mrs. Aquino blames Marcos for the
the presidential candidacy of Corazon
Aug. 21, 1983, assassination of her husAquino, the widow of assassinated op- band and for the acquittal
Monday of
position leader Benigno Aquino.
26 men accused of complicity in the
Meanwhile, the Supreme Court agreed killing.
Until Aquino was gunned down at
to hear nine separate petitions appealing for cancellation of the Feb. 7 special Manila airport when he returned from
election called by President Ferdinand E. three years of self-exile in the United
States, many thought he might be able
Marcos.
to
defeat Makos in an election.
Marcos indicated he might agree to
Most
observers said if more than one
participate in a nationally televised
oppos
ition
candidate split the antidebate requested by Mrs. Aquino:"My
conversations with ladies have always Marcos vote in the election scheduled for
been pleasant and I presume I will sur- February, Marcos' victory would be
assured.

DID YOU KNOW?

WHAT YOU GET

GUEST LECTURE SERIES

Exciting and distinguished
speakers - on a biweekly
basis

STUDENT
ENTERTAINMENT AND
ACTIVITIES

Concerts, dances, talent
shows, cheap movies on
campus, monthly calendar,
etc...

STUDENT LEGAL
SERVICES

Free consultations, advice,
education with a multitude
of legal assistance, i.e.
parking tickets, land-lord
tenant, etc....

OFF CAMPUS BOARD

"Peanuts", "Head Cheese",
Co-op, Bumstoc-k1 Ball on
the Mall and much more!

PANHELLENIC ASSOC.
U.M.F.B

Greek activities, fund
raisers, Greek Week, Winter
Carnival, alcohol awareness
program, etc., etc., etc.

SENIOR COUNCIL

Commencement, Senior Week,
Senior Bash, December
graduation, etc....

'S

They met three or four times a day,
sometimes alone. Together with
Secretary of State George Shultz, who
shared his conservative outlook as well
as his pragmatic instincts, McFarlane
helped to persuade Reagan to lower his
anti-Soviet rhetoric and commit the
United States to nuclear weapons
negotiations with Moscow.

Opposition shows support
for widow of slain leader

Where does your 35 dollar activity fee go?
Your Student Government brings you the following:

ORGANIZATIONS

tions worked hard, steeped himself in the
intricacies of arms control and gained
Reagan's confidence.

STUDENT
GOVERNMENT
PUBLIC
RELATIONS
COMMITTEE

Events:
Maine Day, Food Basket Week, "Late Nigh
t Local"
schedules, the FIRST 24 hour study center
to arrive on
campus(Math Lab), soon to arrive free skat
ing rink near
Stewart Commons, and this is only the
beginnig!!!

AND CLUBS GALORE!!!!
Credit Union
Arnold Air Society
Senior Skulls
Forestry Club
Wildlife Society
90,FAROG Forum
Geology Club
Maine Outing Club
UMO Scuba Club
UMO Woodmen's Team

The Maine Animal Club
ASCE Canoe Club
Circle K
Wilde Stein
Sophomore Owls
All Maine Women
Hilltop Craft Center
Intramural Athletics
Women's Center
And Many, Many More...

Studeit Government...We do more than move furniture
Paid for by Student Government
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NEWS BRIEFS
Man fatally shot,
identity mistaken
elf in the
gained

OMAHA, Neb. (AP) — A
24-year-old man who broke into
his own house was shot and fatally wounded by a friend who
thought he was an intruder, officials said.
Randall S. Worley died Wednesday at on Omaha hospital.
Douglas County Deputy Attorney,
Chris Kelly, calling the shooting a
"tragic mistake," said no charges
would be filed.
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'Dynasty'series
upsets Communists

rt

BELGRADE, Yugoslavia (AP)
— The American television series
"Dynast" has irked Communist
officials in Macadonia, who have
tried without success to get it off
the air.
"It is offering something that
should be fought by the League of
Communists — an easy and randy way of life, .without work,"
said Koco Bituljanu, a ranking
ideologist in the southern Yugoslav
republic of Macedonia. He was
quoted in Politika Ekspras, a
Belgrade daily.
Mirjana Gosev, chairman of the
Conference for Social Activities of
Women of Macedonia, said she
asked the television station in
Skopje, Macadonia's provincial
capital, to suspend "Dynasty"
broadcasts "but nobody listens to
me," the newspaper said.
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Bash features
Reagan, potpie
NEW YORK (AP) — William
F. Buckley Jr. invited 7(X) of his
friends including President Reagan
and Charlton Heston, to share
chicken potpie Thursday and
celebrate the 30th anniversary of
the National Review, the conservative magazine he founded.
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The guest list included journalist
Mike Wallace, CIA Director
William Casey, actor Tbm Selleck
and former ambassador Clare
Boothe Luce. Heston was to serve
as master of ceremonies and
Reagan was to give a 10-minute
speech.

Government begins
disability lists
WASHINGTON (AP) — Still
smarting from the bruising it took
in its first attempt, the government
said Thursday it will resume culling Social Security disability rolls
of people who have become
physically able to hold jobs.
But it said it will use a scalpel,
not a meat cleaver, in its new approach to evaluating the medical
condition of some 2.6 million people now classified as physically
disabled and unable to work. The
program begins next month.
New federal regulations will require proof of medical improvement before disability benefit
checks can be cut off. And Social
Security says more thorough
reviews coupled with a personal
approach, including face-to-face
interviews, should ease the trauma
for disabled people worried about
their benefits.

Inmates support
death penalty use
AUSTIN, Texas(AP) — Nearly
twothirds of Texas prison inmates
favor the death penalty for some
crimes, according to a survey conducted by the inmates' newspaper.
Only about one in four
prisoners believes that executions
deter crime, the survey showed.
But a slim majority of the inmates who responded said a death
penalty threat for prison Murders
might help reduce the violence
behind the walls of the Texas
Department of Corrections
system.

Cabinet urges less strict
standards for antitrust act
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Reagan's Cabinet has recommended an
overhaul of one of the nation's basic antitrust laws — the Clayton Act — to ease
standards on corporate mergers, particularly for import-injured industries,
administration officials said Thursday.
Under the proposal, firms able to
demonstrate heavy losses from overseas
competition could apply for an exemption of up to five years from mergerrestricting provisions of the 71-yearold
act, the officials said.
The package of proposed amen
dments, initiated by Commerce Secre
tary
Malcom Baldrige, also would relax
stan-

dards on mergers in general,
as well as
sharply scale back penalties
for some antitrust violations.
The package before the president is a
slightly toned down version of an earlier
Baldrige Proposal which wauld have
flatly repealed the section of the Clayton
Act. — section Seven — requiring advance Justice Department review and approval of mergers.
The final version had the endorsement
of Attorney General Edwin Mees
e III
and will be submitted to Congress
as a
legislative package with the Justi
ce
Department's blessings if approved
by
the president, said Mark Sheenan,
a
Justice Department spokesman.

Cancer treatment prompts
flood of desperate calls
WASHINGTON (AP) — News of a
promising new cancer treatment at the
National Cancer Institute prompted a
flood of calls to the federal center Thursday from people desperate for a cure.

The callers want information about a
new treatment, called adoptive immunotherapy, that turns ordinary white
blood cells into "killer cells" that attac
k
malignant tumors. The treatment was
"What they're saying is, our mother, announced Wednesday in an article in
our brother, our sister is dying at this the New England Journal of Medicine.
very moment. We have nothing to lose.
In 11 of 25 patients with advanced
We want to be a candidate," said cance
r, doctors were able to shrink
Carol Case, the institute's chief of public tumo
rs by at least 50 percent and, in one
inquiries.
case, apparently eradicate the disease.
Officials cautioned that the treatment is
"Our 800 telephone numbers are still highl
y experimental, carries toxic
jammed this morning," said Paul Van side
effects and is also very expensive. It
Nevel, the institute's associate director is avail
able only at the cancer institute
for communications.
of Bethesda, Md., a Washington suburb.

OFF CAMPUS
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Evergreen Apartments
Rent at Evergreen for next semester
and move in now!
Rent starts in January, 1986.

ub

I Call: RI. Realty Management
942-4815

MASON HILL HOT TUBS
$3.00 Off Hourly Rentals

e...

Monday - Thursday
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Noon - Midnight
(Until 2:00 a.m. Friday & Saturday)
778 State Street
945-5466

re

5

Voting is in Hauck Lobby
and BCC Union
Absentee ballots now available (
in OCB Office, Third Floor, (
Memorial Union.
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(AP)- Sales by the major retailers
were disappointing in November, but the
chains said Thursday that they were
cheered by a strong rebound in the days
following Thanksgving as the cruci
al
Christmas selling season got rolling.
Analysts said the November performance was below expectations and voiced concern over continuing sluggish consumer buying, which has been the main
force fueling economic growth in recen
t
years.
Sears, Roebuck & Co., the nation's
largest retailer, said its sales for the four
weeks ended Nov. 30 fell 4.4 percent
from the same period a year ago.
K mart Corp., the nation's largest
retailer, said its sales edged down 0.9 percent, although sales at stores open more
than a year fell 7 percent.
J.C. Penney Ca,the No. 3 retailer, said
its sales increased 3 percent.
The news was better at the fourth and
fifth largest retailers, which cater
to

0
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Pat's Pizza
and
Coca-Cola Bottling
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present
The Pizza and Coke Special
get one FREE Coke with each pizz
a
delivered to campus

I*
I

Offer good only on Sundays after 8:00p.m.,
Mondays, Thesdays and Wednesdays after
5:00 p.m.. Expires 12/20/85.

Individu I
0 Size 9"a

PAT'S PIZZA
866-2111 or 2112

tf, CHRISTMAS

Plain
Onion

2.40

Pepperoni

2.60

Mushroom

2.60

Salami

2.60

Anchovy

2.60

Bacon

2.60

Canadian Bacon

2.60

Hamburg

2.60

3.10

Double Cheese

2.60

Green Pepper and Onion
Green Pepper

2.70
2.40

Hot Sausage

2.60

Kielbasa Sausage

0

Attention December Grads!!

2.40

Hawaiian
-'Lasagne - our own recipe

••■■•••1'.1111.7,_

2.60

If you like Thick Crust Order our
DOUBLE DOUGH

There will be a reception
honoring you at the Damn
Yankee, Sunday December 15
at 1:00 p.m.

1.90
5.10
3.60

prices subject to change without notice

Take A Break From Campus Food
we serve breakfast, lunch, and dinner
besides our famous pizzas!
)210( MIK AID()UV.4004111bc ACC)?7/4<
AOC AIIIKAIIIK AMC ACC)111111K
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0
Absolute Deadline for submitting Per
$
sonals is 12:00, Noon on Thurs., Dec., 12,
0: 1985.
S, iir
tk vwszrarrinrirvirvtnnisnzirt
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V

2.60

Black Olive

Everything

The Personals will be run On the last regular
I iv day of the semester before finals, Friday
,
December 13, 1985.

2.60

Hot Dog

g

tv

3.10
3.10

PERSONALS,it

art
The cost is only $1.50 for the first 20 words it
and 10° for each additional word.

2.60

Combination

"These poor trends in our opin
ion
continue to reflect the fact that high
installment debt levels are having
an
adverse effect on consumers' abili
ty to
spend, particularly in the low to
lowmiddle income consumer groups."

444

2.90

Pepperoni and Mushroom
Salami and Mushroom

The sales comparison with a year ago
was hurt by Thanksgiving falling later
this war, on Nov. 28, which meant fewer
days of Christmas shopping were included in the sales reports. K mart and EW.
Woolworth & Co. ended their fiscal
months before Thanksgiving.
Still, November's sales were below
the
expectations of the com
pany
managements, said Jeffrey Feiner,
a
retail analyst with the investment
firm
Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner &
Smith

Here's a golden opportunity for you
, the
$t
i student to tell your RA-, Lover, Shrink,
Dog
and Friends, Just how you feel about th
em
0 t at Christmas Time.
att

$2.10

Hamburg and Onion
Ham

higher-income customers. Federated
Department Stores Inc. reported an 8.9
percent gain, while Dayton Hudson
Corps sales climbed 23.1 percent.

Yes Kiddies,
It's Time Once Again
To Submit Your

! Delivery Menu
0

Sales pace increases after
slow start in November

A

Please RSVP by signing up in
the Student Gov't Office.
""--
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If Elizabeth Barrett
and Robert Browning had
AT&T's60%and 40%discounts,
it would have been a terrible
lossfor English literature. /e-t-.Aot

year ago
ling later
ant fewer
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And of course,she wouldn't have had to
restrict her feelings to a mere sonnet's
length,either.
After all, you can always think of one
more way to tell someone you love them
when you're on the phone.
Let us count the ways you can save.
Just call weekends till 5pm Sundays,or__:
from lipm to 8am,Sunday through Friday,
and you'll save 60% off AT&T's Day Rate

on your state-to-state calls.
Call between 5pm and llpm,Sunday
through Friday, and you'll save 40% on your
state-to-state calls.
So when you're asked to choose a long
distance company,choose AT&T. Because
with AT&T's 60% and 40% discounts, you
can satisfy your heart's desire without
exhausting your means.
Reach out and touch someone:

AT&T

C 1985 AT&T Communkations

v._ The right choice.

•

_
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-Two man show
T
he circus came back to Orono Wednesday
night. In a display that can best be
described as utter chaos, the General Student Senate regressed to the days of yore when
meetings were a three ring circus.
Unlike previous senates, when the primary factor
behind the lack of decorum has been petty personality conflicts between senators, the UMO student body has two people to blame for the blatantly inappropriate action by their elected governmental body — Paul Conway and Jon Sorenson.
One of Conway's and Sorenson's planks in their
"New Agenda" of campaign promises was to
restore professionalism to the senate. Wednesday,
Sorenson, as president of the senate, through his
crookedness and ineptitude destroyed any credibility the body may have attained, while Conway
thought it was the funniest thing he had seen.
On the floor was a resolution containing a
number of measures designed to improve election
practices. One of those measures will raise the
amount of money presidential and vice presidential
candidates may spend to $750 — one of the administration's pet measures.
As centered on a motion to delete the higher
limit — in favor of the existing limit of $300 — ,
Sorenson =trolled the debate in-utter violation of
Robert's Rules of Order, attempting to influence
the vote.
But despite his demagoguery, the vote (actually,
the six votes) was still close, to the point that every
time until the last the true vote reflected the new
limit being killed.

But Sorenson couldn't accept that. Blatantly, and
quite characteristically (as a senator who would be
normally considered to support the administration
said), Sorenson changed the vote each time. That's
right — the vote didn't turn out the way he
wanted, so he just cheated and changed the count.
And the whole time, Conway and right-hand
man David Mitchell sat back and laughed like they
were at a sideshow. Which they were.
To punctuate his crass behavior, Sorenson saw a
member of the press corps simply shaking his
head. Sorenson thundered from the chair, screaming "Don't shake your head. We're going to do it
again, all right?"
The truly unfortunate result of the entire fiasco
is that throughout the state student government
leaders are looked upon for their views with some
respect. Especially at this time, where the future of
the UMaine system is under fire, the demonstration
by the student government administration that their
legislative body is a joke is less than heartening.
Wednesday, another resolution was presented but
not acted upon. It calls for the impeachment of
Conway and Sorenson. Talk to your senators. Ask
them about Wednesday's sham. When they tell you
what happened, you should have one response: ask
your representative to throw the pair out of office,
if student representation means anything at all.
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KEN BRACK

GSS awards
banquet
I can't leave here this semester without
jumping into the fray at least one more
time. So here they are, my totally subjective, insidious, tainted, indefatigable
General Student Senate awards for the
1985 fall semester:
The Congratulatory Award: This goes
to President Paul Conway, Vice President Jon Sorenson and Vice President
for Financial Affairs Kim Downs for
their work in securing fiscal responsibility for the student government. Although
they cannot take all the credit since the
Ritzi administration began to amass the
budget surplus and enrollment
(revenues) did increase beyond last _
spring's estimates, —
eth y-ihouiell'e praised for improving board accounting procedures, allowing for reallocations and
generally—though exceptions exist—
budgeting boards and clubs fairly. The
surplus today is roughly $27,000.
The Perspective Award: This goes to
current OCB President David Webster,
who, although inflammatory to some at
times, has now and again tried to inform
the senate of how procedures and bylaws
have often been abused this year, and
working methods of the past sometimes
dissolved with contempt.
The Steadfast Award: This goes to
Brad Payne, who represents Orono student government at Board of Trustee
meetings and with other UMaine campus governments, who works from the
inside on tomorrow's issues and gives
consistent, good reports.
The Predictability Award: This goes to
Libby Bizier, this years' Pan Hellenic
Council President, who, upon seeing me
always says, "There's my favorite
reporter..."
The Sensible Award: This goes to
Aroostook Hall senator Chris Boothby,
who is often a port of compromise and
calm in the stormy senate.
- The Where Are You Now Award: This
goes to former FEPC chairman Ed Cutting and Off-campus senator Mark
Puglisi. Ed, you should see what you
left, though it's not all yours, and I hope
you made it in to law school; Mark, your
combative spirit is missed on the
senate floor, and you always seemed like
you had started law school.
The Great Communicator Award:
Paul Conway, you have no idea how
much you convey when you smirk in the
back while senate votes are being rigged
up front, when you make snide remarks
to me about apartheid protesters, when
you display a broken silhouette from
apres Shantytown with a "I love S.
Afnca"Sumper sticker on it—were those
your boots that did the trampling?—,
when behind the thin smile your eyes are
laughing with desire, beyond ambition.
Finally, The Incentive Award: This
goes to aspiring journalists like myself,
who sometimes feel their pulse roar,
their hands shake, and the irrevocable
abuse of their collective responsibility
and power threaten vision, coagulating.
Ken Brack is a senior who sometimes
sratches his head while driving to Greenbush after covering the GSS.
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Negative attitude
To the editor:

stand up for what they believe
in. What is wrong with that? Of
I am writing in regards to Mr. what use is a politic
ian who
Lawes' Dec.4 editorial on the does not dare to take
a stand?
General Student Senate.
If they didn't stand up for what
Whatever happened to objec- they believed in, they would
still
tive journalism? It is alright to be criticized. Either way, they
point out negative aspects as can't win.
long as--When something
Everyone uses the power of
positive happens that it is also persuasion: even Mr.
Laves uses
recognized. I have never seen a it in his editorial
column. He
more negative editorial than the sees the debates in
the GSS as
one Mr. Lawes wrote.
negative, and that is what he
I think that a little credit is wants the people to believe
.
due to the student senators. That is his opinion,
but has he
Most of thern stand idly and let ever had anything
good to say
the elected officials ram their about the GSS? You don't
have
policies down4heir throats. Is to look hard to see
the positive
this true? If so, I'd like to know things that have
been acwhere Mr. Lawes was sitting at complished this year,
both from
the November 20th GSS Conway/Sorenson and
the
meeting. Many senators vocaliz- senators.
ed their opinions over the
Maybe Mr. Lawes should run
Maine Day binder to the for a seat on the
GSS, he has
amendment and because they enough negative things
to say
did, they succeeded in defeating about it. Maybe he
thinks he
it.
can do a better job. No, he'll
As for the President and Vice just stand idly, let life happen
President of the student govern- and...criticize.
ment, Paul Conway and Jon
Sorenson, do they really "ram
Stefani Kenniston
their policies down the senators'
York Village
throats?" Hardly. It is true that Editor's Note: Miss Kenniston
both Conway and Sorenson de- covers the General Student
fend the legislation pieces they Senate and student government
bring before the senate. They for WMEB-FM.

Holiday promise
To the editor:
Of the 15 deaths from Maine
accidents in October, II of these
were alcohol related. In the nation last year, 25,000 people
were killed in alcohol related
accidents.
TWo startling statistics, but
they don't begin to tell the
whole-story of the problem of
drunk driving. Daily, many suffer because they have lost a
friend or relative in an alcoholrelated accident. Or, perhaps
they themselves killed someone
while driving drunk.
BACCHUS is conducting an
awareness project called Project
Holiday, starting this Monday,
December 9. On Monday and
Tuesday, we will be selling a
contract called the BACCHUS
Holiday Promise. In the promise, there is an agreeement not
to drive and drink over the holi-

day season. Also, there is the
agreement not to travel in a car
with a driver who has been
drinking alcohol. Come by our
table and buy the promise as a
Christmas present for a friend.
Have him or her sign the agreement. The promises come in a
homemade Christmas stocking
and the money that we make
will go to sponsor alcohol
awareness sessions next
semester.
Ilte-BACCHUSTailtbe
on the first floor of the
Memorial Union, 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. on Monday and Tuesday.
Feel free to stop by and talk
with us or pick up some
information.

Mark Pennisi
Mark Kellis
BACCHUS

Student government achievements
To the editor:
Every week. It is so certain
you can almost set your watch
by it.

time for the general betterment
of the student body.
--"...yes men and women..."

---"apathetic"
undemocratic a body
as could be conceived in this --power hungry"
society."
What shall we be labeled
some lecture hall next, grovelers...thieves?
somewhere..." (For the record,
We are students and our most
the General Student Senate precious commodity is time.
Yet
meets in Nutting Hall Wednes- no one ever thinks to say
that
day nights at 6:00 p.m. Please almost every student govern
join us, we have nothing to ment person is a volunt
eer.
hide.)
Students giving up their time.
For what?(My roomate asked
--Blatant Gerrymandering" me if I were a
martyr. I am not.)
We work many hours a week
I really feel that the muddy with the sole hope of improving
rakes should be put away. I am life at a university in Maine.
a student senator and every What applause was given for
week I get more discouraged. I the incredible success of food
feel that people are having a basket week (over 80
baskets
field day at my expense and were given to the
community)?
everyone else that gives their Who has given a cheer for
the

accomplishment of a day off
from class (Maine Day) and a
party for ereryone? What about
low cost movies (SEA) or a
series of interesting speakers
(Guest Lecture Series) at no
cost! Improvements in lighting
and transportation on campus,
improvements on the athletic
resources fees, concerts, dances
events, better places to study(24
hour math lab), a huge selection
of clubs and activities...
These things are always being
done and there will be more.
Most likely you will never hear
about it. Instead, keep reading
the paper, shake your head and
laugh for it is such a joke! But
somewhere,in the back of your
mind (keep it well hidden)think
about the "majority" of student
government activities, the
positive things.
Karl Folk
Off-campus senator

Search for distinguished students
To the editor:
Time Magazine is gearing up
to celebrate the 50th anniversary of its Time Education Program, and in light of this, is
looking for college juniors
across the country who have
distinguished
themselves.
Among the qualities sought are
excellence in academics and
outside activities, with emphasis
on the latter. Deadline for applications is December 31, 198'.

The top twenty winners will
be rewarded a cash prize of be:•
ween $1,000 and $5,000 and wilt
be given exposure in a special
section of Time. Eighty finalist,
will be chosen for certificates of
merit. In addition, all 100
finalists will be given first con
sideration for internships with
participating corporations, including Time, Inc., American
Express, Ford Division and the
U.S. Navy Officer Program.
This national student search

is an excellent opportunity to
show what a great program the
University of Maine has. If you
or anyone you know is
qualified, se encourage you to
apply through this office. I have
complete confidence that this
university will have a magnificent showing.

Wiliam T. Lucy
Associate Dean of Student
Activities

-
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Thanks to close cooperation between
stepped into a 10 by 10 prefab metal hut
Canadian and U.S. law enforcem
Friday, December 6
ent used to store coyote traps and
handed
agencies, drug trafficking between the
him a tape recorder and 25 kilos of
two countries is almost non-existe
Prism: Senior Portraits. Old Town Room, Union.
nt cocaine.
8-11 a.m., 12-5 p.m. and
6-9 p.m.
today.
Knute was the most improbable
It wasn't always this way. Before
undercover agent to ever infiltrate a drug
several unforgettable undercover oper
. Gamma Sigma Sigma Bake Sale for Food Bask
a- ring. A trapper since the age of 16,
ets. Union. All day.
his
tions in 1985, narcotics moved from
one person
bore
the
unmi
stak
able
skun
kcfiuntry to another in what was referred
Commuter/ Non-Traditional Students Lounge.
scent of men who live by harvesting fur.
South Bangor Lqunge,
to as a veritable "snowstorm."
Unio
n. 11 a.m. -1:30 p.m:
That morning he had cleverly recordAgents knew that the most probable ed
his
TGIF: Bayacka Voronietzky, piano and Don
cross-over point was near Presque Isle, tape. meeting with Lorimar Oyler on
Stratton, trumpet. Sutton
Oyler, long suspected of heading
a large city in northern Maine. They
Loun
ge, Union. 12:15 p.m.
up the U.S. side of the ring that
had
suspected that the Canadian drugs were
already distributed $2.2 billion in narcleverly produced among bananas (in
Molecular Biology Seminar: "Chromosome Segr
cotics, had outlined a plan to distribute
egation, Kinetochores and
thousands of the brightly painted
DNA
-MAP Interaction May be Conserved in Evol
25 kilos of cocaine in the downtown area
ution." Kenneth Marz,
greenhouses that dot the New Brunswick
professor of chemistry, University of Lowell.
of Houlton.
124 Hitchner. 2:10 p.m.
countryside) and then truck to the U.S.
Detective Doucette licked his lips nerDistinguished lecture Series: "Effect of Pret
along with the fruit.
vously as he played the tape and hear
reatment on the Enzymatic
d
Canadian Detective Trueman
Hydrolysis of Cellulose." Dr. Alvin Converse
, Dartmouth College. 100 JenDoucette got his first break on a warm
ness. 2:10 p.m.
afternoon in March when Knute Jenssen
WINION page /11
Zoology Seminar: "Mitochondrial DNA
Variation in Mammals."
Rodney Honeycutt, Museum of Cooperative
Zoology, Harvard University.
102 Murray Hall. 3 p.m.

FRESH DOUGH PIZZA
10" Mini Cheese
15" Small Cheese
18" Large Cheese

'1.50
'3.50
'5.50

•
•
•
•

TOPPINGS ARE 50' EXTRA
SM.
LG.

Italian Subs
51.50 '2.00
%.‘ E DELIVER FREE
4.00 p m -1.30 a m , 7 days a wee
k

AWATITilk.Merga.
PIZZA 2,
DOME
2IMMIlINE
PAM
IMAM 827_6867
"4,It MIram,
••

752 Stillwater

• 01(:io.

CINEMA CENTERS CORP

BANGOR MALL MATINEES
EVERY
CINEMAS
11-8

TEL 942-1303

Spies like Us (PG)
1:40

420

110

1:00

12 00

00

920

12:40

Rocky IV (PG)
4:00
6:50

9 10

1 00

Back To The Future (PG)
0:50
7:30
9:50

I 20

One Magic Christmas (G)
0:00

6,40

8.50

12

BREWER
CINE
MAS I- 4

BREWER SNOOPING CENTE
R

ROUTE IA

989-3313

4:10

"1116u. B.

O.9

00
Sin • Sun 1.20

; 20

1073251

Santa Oxus The Movie (PG)
,00
9.00

6:20

Death Wish III (R)
00
9:10

Fo'c'sle. Music, board games and food. Low
n Rooms, Union. 7:30 p.m.
Music Department: Nancy Ogle, soprano,
and Lillian Garwook, piano.
Public $3.50, Senior Citizens and Students
$1.50. Lord Hall. 8 p.m.
Maine Masque: Contemporary One Act Plays
. Pavilion Theatre. 8 p.m.
Saturday, December 7

SEA Movie: "King Kong"-Original. Public
$2.50, Student with UMO I.D.
$2. 101 Neville Hall. 7 and 9 p.m.
Fo'c'sle. Lown Rooms. 7:30 p.m.

Donl Forget!
Ride the
Late Night Local
Fri. and Sat. Nights.

0:40

MURPHY'S

STEAKS & SEAFOOD
Welcomes 11.M.O.

Jagged Edge (R)
40

At IA

1000

MATINEES SAT
SUN HOLIDAYS

that Was The This Is Now (R)
‘r.1

MAW COAST NALL

720

Santa Claus The Movie (PG)

9 10

ELLSWORTH MA1NECOAST CINEMAS

9:40

King SolomonA Mines (PG)

Once Bitten (PG)
Fves Only

9:30

Yooung Sherlock Holmes (PG)

SO

•

Planetarium Show. "Comet Halley: Once
in a Lifetime." Wingate. 7
•
P.m.

DAY!

White Nights (PG-I3).
3:50
6:30

;40

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

"ACM." "Stand Firm." Bangor Lounges,
Union. 6:30 p.m.

Catholic Liturgy. Newman Center. 4:30
p.m.

Maine

...WHERE THE MOVIES ARE

1-95(EXIT 491 STILLWATER AVE
NUE

Physics Colloquium: "New Physical Phen
omena on Ice." Viktor F.
Petrenko, senior scientific association, Insti
tute of Solid State Physics,
Moscow. 140 Bennett. 4:10 p.m.

9:00

MATINEES SAT
SUN • HOLIDAYS
Back lb ...he Future (PG)
645

Come Early For Rocky IV

9:15

• Fresh Maine Seafood
• Fresh Colorado Beef
• Full Liquor License
Lunch - Dinner 7 Days
11:30 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.

LilURPHY'ld
LOBSTER
STEAK
BEEF
SALAD BAR

Bar Harbor Rd., Brewer, Me. - 989-14
74
(AAA) Mobile Guide Fteccomended
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Opinion

Knute agree to pay Oyler $13 milli
on for to show up at the tin trap hous
e without
the drugs.
the money. yet, the trapper was
inHe forced a smile and said, "Ho
w are structed to come along carr
ying the $13
we going to pay for this?"
million in one dollar bills — U.S. Then
Actually, Doucette wondered how
,
the the detective thought of the
promotion
trapper got that much cocaine with
out that he'd get for breaking the case.
first making a small down
payment.
He smiled grimly. "We'll have to risk
'Rue, it was produced by the ton in
those a bluff," he said. "Cu
t up some
banana greenhouses. Yet, Oyler seem
ed newspapers and we'll pay
him with
almost too eager to make the sale.
that."
Doucettes fears were confirmed the
Knute entered the trap house at
following morning when Knute met
the
him appointed time carrying a smal
l package
again in the tin trap hut.
But where was Oyler? Crouched
in his
"Oyler wants weekly installments of
nearby hiding place, Doucette
glanced
$200,000 and he wants the first one tonervously at his watch. Ten, then
day," the trapper reported.
20
minutes dragged by.
Knute was told to stall for a day. "But
Suddenly, he stiffened as Oyler
apbe careful," the detective warn
ed. peared, not alone, as agreed,
but with
"Last week Oyler was seen buying plast
ic four men.
bags three times the size of those he
Doucette pushed a button on his twoused to ship cocaine."
way radio. There would be more in
this
Luckily, probably through a clerical
bag than he hacisounted on. But shou
ld
mix-up, Oyler let two weeks slide
by he have risked Knute? The fact
that
without pressing for payment. Had
the Oyler was with fOur of his men
could
mob leaned on Knute, Detectiv
e mean that he was suspicious.
Doucette would have been forced to
sell
When they came out of the trap house
the drugs to his own men to cove
r the Knute was between two of the hoods.
expenses of the drug operation.
The His hands were behind him. Noil
Knute
trapper must appear trustwor
thy had nothing to lose. Detective Douc
ette
whatever the cost.
moved quickly.
When Knute finally got a registered
Finding themselves surrounded by
letter from Oyler containing an
itemiz- heavily armed Canadians, Oyle
r and his
ed bill for $13 million worth of coca
ine, men raised their hands.
Doucette drove his fist into his palm
"Drug task force," Doucette said
was all the evidence he needed. His . It
crack drily. "You're under arrest for
conspirCanadian narcotics squad was read
y to ing to violate federal narcotics
laws."
close in.
Oyler groaned and said, "I might have
But at the last minute Oyler called and
known this would happen. I'm a U.S.
reminded Knute that he would not take
marshall and I just arrested him for
the
a check. Payment had to be mad
e in same thing."
cash.
Doucette thought quickly. He knew
—Robert Skoglund is a humorist livin
g
KnutA life would be in danger were
-tie 'n St. George.
•
I,American Heart Association

Have a heart-to-heart
with your doctor...

WE'RE FOGHTING PC,0'CUP LIFE

m.

BEFORE A LIFETIME OF ADVENTURE.
THEY LIVED THE
ADVENTURE OF A LIFETIME.

Communique
Maine Masque. Contemporary One-Act Play
s. Admission $3. Pavilion
Theatre, 8 p.m.
Sunday, December 8
Catholic Liturgy. Newman Center. 9:30 a.m.
and 6:15 p.m.
MCA: Protestant Worship. Lown Room. 11
a.m.
Catholic Liturgy. Neville Hall. 11:15 a.m.
The Oratorio Society conducted by Dr. Denn
is Cox. Public $3.50, Students
and'Senior Citizens $1.50. Hauck. 8 p.m.
Maine Masque: Contemporary One-Act
Plays. Pavilion Theatre. 2 and 8
P.m.

CORNERS
PIZZA
764 Stillwater Ave

NOW OFFERING CAMPUS
DELIVERY ALL DAY
SATURDAY AND SUNDAY
BEGINNING AT 11:00 a.m.

827-5937
The BEST fresh dough
pizzas and subs!

D.
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Opens Wednesday, December 4th
At A Theatre Near You.

•$ month. One, two and three
Vbedroom units available. ,
-•
I First month's rent and 8-eta-ft- I
$ ty include heat, hot water, •$
• st
•
• ove, refrigerator, and 1
$ dishwasher.Also wall to wall ,
•r carpeting, and parking for up
$ four cars. For more information call 866-2658.
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Yemenites demand search into lost childr
en
Questions surround whereabouts an st
d atus of Jews

ROSH HAAYIN, Israel (AP) —
Poland. "Yemenite families have a right
Shmuel Feiber, adopted as a baby by to know where their child
ren are."
Jewish immigrants, has searched archives
Dov Levitan, who researched the case
throughout the country for 21 years of the Ymem
nite children, said the
looking for traces of his natural parents, government
may have covered up the
who came from Yemen.
adoptions because "it wanted Yemenites
Today, a judicial panel seems likely to
and other Sephardi Jews from Mideast
help Faiber by investigating his case and
countries to forget as much as possible
the histories of other infants who may
their
cultural
and
religious
have been taken from their natural
background."
parents three decades ago during
The Yemenites, traditional in their
"Operation Magic Carpet."
beliefs and lacking formal education
That airlift brought 49,000 imcame without wealth, family connections
migrants to Israel in 1949 and 1950 from
or a command of Hebrew. They were
Yemen. It represented almost the entire
community of Jews living in what was
then a kingdom closed to the outside
world.
A government study in 1967 revealed
342 children had been separated from
their parents during the resettlement process. It said 316 died, four were adopted
and 22 could not be traced.
Families have long doubted that so
many children died. However, the demand for a new inquiry did not command much attention until Yemenites
held a conference on the subject last
long at the bottom of a social ladder
month which attracted leading politicians and received broad press coverage. dominated by European jews.
Today, the Yemenite community,
Dt ag the gathering in this town near
numb
ering 200,000, is integrated into
Tel A v, inhabited largely by Yemenite
society. Levitan said the Yemenites'
immi ants, some families said they
political influence gave them confidence
belies 1 their children may have been
that
their call was likely to be heard.
given
adoption agencies of childless
After
hearings in November, parliacoup', S.
ment's interior affairs committee recom"It ; essential to find out the truth,"
mended a judicial inquiry into the misssaid Feiber, a 34-year-old shopkeeper
children, and Prime Minister Shimon
who_ was
—adopted
• by-immigrants from
Peres ordered the Cabinet minister in
.iiikilif •
'vex AMC>IIIK ViDOCIIKAIDOile<>TeX >31Ik

carge of immigration to determine if a
judiciary panel should be appointed.
The Yemenite children, who often
came from large families of 10 or more,
may have been given up for adoption as
a comfort to survivors of the Nazi
holocaust who lost their own children in
death camps, said Levitan, a political
science professor at Bar-Ilan University
near Tel Aviv.
Levitan, who is married to a Yemenite,
conducted a study in 1983 that foun
d 91
cases of missing Yemenite children in addition to the 22 uncovered in 1967.

"If the affair is not re-examined,
the
coming generations may learn fr
om
books that the wonderful operation
to
save the Jews of Yemen was exploited
for
kidnapping and selling children and
that
the Israeli government lent a hand
to
covering up this shameful practi
ce."

lc.

"The allegations are difficult to
believe, but thousands came every
month. It is possible there were children
who got lost in the confusion," said
Yahuda Dominitz, a former director of
the Jewish Agency's immigration department which cares for new arrivals.

were taken from their families and placed in hospitals and childrens' homes to
protect them from illness, he said in an
interview.
Yesef Cohen, who arrived in Operation Magic Carpet, said hospital workers
took his infant sister from his mother at
an immigrant camp. "they said she
died," he said in an interview, "but we
never saw her body;found her grave or
received a death certificate."
Hiam Tsadok,the fomer deputy director of the Jewish Agency's immigration
department who worked with the
Yemenites in 1950 wrote in the Davar
newspaper that there shonld be an
investigation.
"If the affair is not re-examined the
coming generation may learn from
books that the wonderful operatin to
save the Jews of Yemen was exploited for
kidnapping and selling children and that
the Israeli Government lent a hand to
covering up this shameful practice,"
Teadok said.
The case was investigated in 1967
after
many Yemenite parents received
military
call-up notices for children
they had
been told were dead. The notic
ed proved that the government did
not have
death certificates for the child
ren, their
parents said.

The Public Council for finding
the
Dominitz said hundreds of Yemenite Missing Yemenite
Children, formed in
immigrants who lived in tents and othe -1966, has dema
nded that some marked
r
flimsy shelters died from diseases ag- graves of Yemenite
infants be opened to
gravated by a harsh winter. Many babies determine if there
are bodies inside.

)31111K AIM>MC.411E-VIRC AIDUATOCAIMAIIIK
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BENJAMIN':S

Entertainment for 6 9
December
123 Franklin

0

1-2: Inspectors
3,4,5: Riverside Drivers
6-7: Secret Service
8-9: The Crowd
10-11: Buffalos
12,13,14: Bishop &
Underwood
15-16: Vision (Radioheart)
17,18,19: Elements
20-21: The Urge
22-23: Soundtrac
24-25: Just the Facts
26,27,28: CryBaby
29-30: Orion
New Year's Eve: TRX

Q7-6

Street. Bangor
942-7492

Maine's Best
Rock & Roll
Featuring live entertainment
Thursday & Friday from 5 - 7 for
Attitude Adjustment (happy hour)
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Tues.: Ladies Night

Ladies pay no cover
Ladies get happy hour prices

Wed.: Happy Hour prices $
all night
Tues.-Thurs.: Margueritas
& Sombreros - $1.75 /IN
Molson Night free
t-shirts, etc.
Fri. & Sat.: Bud Night ;
$1.25 bottled Bud
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Weekly Drink
Specials
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Huskies-Maine hockey,desperat
ely seeking wins
by Jon Rummler
Staff Writer
University of Maine baseball coach
John Winkin had a not-so-long-ago
tale
to tell to the University of Maine hockey
team after its hard-fought 6-3 loss to
Minnesota-Duluth two weekends ago.
The Black Bears' skaters had just
become 1-9. And Winkin, impressed
with Maine's intaisity, told them behi
nd
the closed doors of the locker room,"We
were 1-11 and looking terrible," he
said referring to his 1982 baseball team.
"We eventually ended up third in the
country."
While Maine would rather have
forgone the next two losses to the
University of North Dakota last Friday
and Saturday, the rink has been set. The
1-11 Hockey East-Western Coll
egiate
Association Black Bears face off with an
improving Michigan Tech squad for 7:35
p.m. Friday and Saturday night game
s
at Alfond Arena.
While the Black Bears are opening a
seven-game homestand, the Huskies are
in the middle of a six-game road trip.

is looking for the same consistency
in
playing intensity as Walsh.
"We're coming in, hoping to establish
our game plan," Boxer said. "We'
re
not an outstanding club right now,
but
we're improving."
Walsh, who's worrying more about
the
level of play by his team, isn't disc
ounting Tech's ability because of its reco
rd.
"They've beat playing better
of
late," Walsh said of Tech.
They've
been in three (Jr games and
playing
teams tough. They are a hard work
ing
team."
On the mend for the Huskies has
been
their powerplay unit. With the same
ing said for the Black Bears' speci bealty
squads.
"We've made improvements in
our
own end," Boxer said. "We've
John McDonald drives on a Minnesot
give
n
a-Duluth player earlier. The senior
away to many turnovers and we've
forward leads the learn with five goal
made
s and eight assists.(McMahon phot
improvements in our power play."
o).
Tech is 2-11-3 overall and 2-10-2 in HEThe Huskies were two of five in powe
well," Maine coach Shawn Wals
r
h said. play scores against Providence last
WCHA play. Last year at Tech, the "If
we play as well as the Minnesot
a- weekend. Upping their efficiency
Huskies dropped a 3-2 overtime contest
mark
Duluth Saturday game, we have a
good to 28 percent.
to the Black Bears, but took the second
chance to win. I really just want to stres
s
Maine's power play has looked
game 10-2.
good
the importance of playing well."
of late according to Walsh. The
"The thing we have to do is play
Black
Huskies' first-year coach Herb Boxe
r
(see HUSKIES page 15)

Men's hoop wants to rebound ag
ainst Siena, Sunday

by Kevin Dietrich
Staff Writer

The University of Maine basketball
team will be looking to break a thre
egame losing streak this Sunday against
Siena College in the Black Bears first
ECAC North Atlantic Conference actio
n
of the season. The game is slated for
2
p.m. at the Memorial Gym.
The Black Bears, currently 1-3 on the
young season, are still smarting,from
a
103-70 loss to La Salle University last
Sunday.
Prior to a Thursday night contest with
St. Joseph's University, Siena was spor
ting a perfect 2-0 record, with their two
victories coming at the expense of
Lehigh University and Utica College.
The Utica contest gave Siena an early
season boost as they held off the
Pioneers 51-50 last Tuesday.
"We played well," said Siena assistant coach Tim Capstraw. "Utica is a
tough team, especially in Utica."

Siena finished third in the NAC last
year with a 12-4 record in conferen
ce
play and 22-7 record overall. The Indi
ans
beat Maine convincingly in both
meetings between the two squads
last
season and have not lost to the Blac
k
Bears since the 1980-81 campaign.
Siena's victory over Utica featured
a
balanced attack on both ends of
the
court. Senior co-captains Eric Bank
and Art Tholes led the Indians with s
15
and 12 points respectively with freshman
forward Steve McCoy chipping in
14
points and snaring 11 rebounds.
Capstraw was impressed with the play
of co-captain Banks.
"He played well. He scored a lot of
very important baskets down
the
stretch," Capstraw said.
He added that the key to the Indians'
game plan is diversity and balance.
"We have a balanced attack, we don't
play a certain set style," Capstraw
said.

Siena's ball-handling duties are taken
care of by Tooles, a 6-foot-4 guard, and
6-foot-3 Bill Boesch.

Another Siena strength lies in their
center position, which features 7-foot
(see Siena page 14)
--.•-•••••••-

Discount
Beverages
7 Oak St., Orono - 866-7711
trocgv-svcms'-g-vs-vg•vg,vsvq---n

SPECIALvSj
Budweiser

$5.79

12 oz./72 pack

plus tax & dep.

Coors

$5.79

12 oz /12 pack

plus tax & dep

Lowenbrau

HAYN ES

$3.29

12 oz./6 pack

plus tax & dep.

Heineken

TRUCK STOP

$4.25

12 oz./6 pack

Michelob & Michelob Light

.plus tax & dep.

12 axle pack

Your One Stop Shop For
Mobil Gas and Groceries
Beer Specials

Sunday - Thursday

Heineken

$4.48

6 pack

VCR & 2 movies - $10.00/night

plus tax & dep

Miller 12 oz cans/12 pack

Budweiser
12 oz cans/12 pack

$6.10
plus tax & dep

$5.99
plus tax & dap

Complete Selection of Wine & Wine Coolers

WE HAVE DIESEL FUEL!!!

dep.

ER and Tape Rentals

Mobil Gas - Beer - Wine - Groceries
Stillwater Ave., Orono
827-8300

;

$3.47
.piss tax

Help Wanted. Apply In Person.

Friday & Saturday night

$9.99 VCR & $2.50/tape
3 or more tapes $2.00 each
MINIP
^
V-Vall..-41,M1111
,

/"WNW- "'V
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Women's hoop looks to avenge loss with Siena
by Jerry Tourigny
Staff Writer

g,

The UMO women's basketball team
will end a two-week layoff Saturday
at
2:00 p.m. when the Black Bears enter
tain Siena College in the Memorial Gym.
Maine played its first and only game
of the season on Nov. 23 and the result
was a 76-66 victory for the Blue and
White against the University of
Massachusetts.
Siena, which finished with a 16-12
record last season in the Metropolitan
Conference, will be playing in its fourth
game of the year and presently owns a
1-2 record under the guidance of firstyear coach Jerry McLaughlin.
After losing its first two games of the
year — 79-47 at Syracuse University and
80-66 against St. Peter's College — Siena
bounced back Vitdnesday night and got
its first win of the young season with a
55-33 victory over Marist College.
Saturday afternoon's contest will be
only the second in the schools' history
with Siena holding a 1-0 edge. Maine
dropped a 55-52 decision to Siena in the
Dial Classic Tournament championship
game in New York last year and it's a loss
Maine coach Peter Gavett hopes his
team can avenge.
!;We're looking to turn the tables on
them for what happened last year,"
said Gavett "The kids will be anxious

to.play. This will be the start of a big
stretch for us."
Following this weekend's garne, Maine
will stay home for a Thursday contest
with Husson College and then hit the
road for four games.
The Black Bears will play a weekend
double-header at Brooklyn College on
Dec. 14-15, travel to Harvard University
for a game on Dec. 21 and then par-.
ticipate in the Queens Invitational Tournament Dec. 27-29.
But the task at hand for the Black
Bears is Siena, which through the first
three games Ti being led by junior
Theresa MacKinnon. The 5-foot-9 forward leads the team in scoring, averaging 12.7 points a game and in rebounding, with a 6.3 average.
Behind MacKinnon on the Siena stat
sheet is senior forward Theresa Frost,
who is netting 11.3 points per contest.
Maine will counter the "Theresa froncourt" with Liz Coffin, Lauree Gott and
Kelly Nobert expected to be in the starting lineup.
Coffin was the force behind the Black
Bear's first win, scoring a game-high 34
points — 22 in the second half — and
pulling down a team-high 11 rebounds.
Despite the heroic efforts by Coffin in
the first game, Gavett expects a more
balanced attack.
"We're not a one-dimensional
team," said the third-year coach. "We
can do different things. It's(game-plan)

•Siena

too don't need to be a genius to ohtarn scholarships, grants and loans.
For details write: Services SD, 5120
Fd.Montpetit, Ste. 9. Montreal,
uebecCanada_ -H-Av 4R2.

MAYBE YOU'D GET MORE
OUT OF NURSING IF YOU WORE
A DIFFERENT UNIFORM.
When you become an Army nurse

ARMY ROTC.
BE ALLYOU CAN BE.

Sophomore Liz Coffin shoots for a pair of her
game-high 34 against
UMass in the Black Bears opening 76-66 win.
(Vecchio photo)
dictated by the game."

fracture in her foot. She will be reexamined on Monday.

BLACK BEAR Black 'n Blue report:
Freshman guard Sue Howard will not
Sophomore Lisa Carbone is also still
make her Maine debut this weekend as out of the lineup
as a knee injury has
she continues to be sidelined with a stress kept her out of actio
n.
(continued from page 13)

Eric Fleury and 6-foot-11 Kevin Brown.
Brown is coming off a nine-pant per-

,
helping you develop your leadership
you're immediately given the kind
and management abilities.
of responsibility most civilian
Enrolling can benefit you in other
nurses work years for.
ways. There are full-tuition scholar--Why? Because that uniform says
ships 'available. And financial
you're more than a nurse. You're an
assistance. Up to $1,000 a year durArmy officer, too.
ing your last two years in the
Not only will you be responsible
program.
for providing patients with the best
Enroll today. And step out of colhealth care possible, you'll also be
lege and into the uniform of an Arresponsible for instructing others in
my nurse. You'll like the way it
how best to administer it.
makes you look. And lose the way
That's what it means to be amofit makes you feel.
.
ficeritythe Army Nurse • ,
For more information; contact
Corps(ANC). To handle the posiyour Professor of Military Science.
tion takes training. The kind you
get in Army ROTC.
ROTC is the college program that
•is you to become an officer. By
2 & 3 year scholarship applications
now being accepted 5811125

Wo
at

•4.

formance against Utica
"Team morale is in good -shape,"
Maine coach Skip Chappelle believes Chappelle
said. "I think we're a team
the his team's fortunes rest with their which
understands that we'll get much
defense.
better. We know we
"We're going to have to have a good ter then we have can play much betbeen."
inside-out defensive effort," Chappelle

The Daily Maine Campus is acc
epting applicants for _Sports Editor for
the spring- semester. Contact Jon
Rummler 581-1268.

WORSHIP-ON CAMPUS
11 a.m. Sunday
Lown Lounge, Union
The Maine Christian Association
Tom Chittick, chaplain
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GOING SOUTH?
DONT -BURN, TAN FIRST
Relax on one of our sunbed's
in a private room with stereo
Experienced operators help you tan quic
kly & safely.
December Special 5 Visits for $15

Becky's Headquarters
Hairstyling and Tanning Center
778 Stillwater Ave., Bangor, Me.
942-2100
open evenings by

appt.
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SPORTS ABOUND
Women's swimmers
at home for a pair

13)
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The UMO women's swim team
looks to improve its 1-1 record
when the Black Bears compete in
a pair of home meets this weekend
at Stanley Wallace Pool.
On Saturday, Maine will take to
the pool against the University of
Vermont in a meet that begins at
2 p.m. And on Sunday, the UMO
women swim host in an 11 a.m.•
meet against the University of
Massachusetts.
The Catamounts will need an
outstanding performance from
Debbie Thomas, a triple-event
New England finalist last year, if
they hope to upend a deep Black
Bears' contingent.
Other key performers for Vermont will be backstroker Susan
Bridge and butterflier Meg Eby.
The UMass charge will be led by
Allison Uzzo and Chris Henson,
freestyle, Melissa Walker and
Regina Jungbluth, breaststroke,
Michelle Leary, backstroke and
Laurie Carroll, butterfly.
The Black Bears will count on
Meg Briselden, Kathy Leahy, Lynn
McPhail, Wendy Peddie, and
Kathy Sheehan to help their cause.

Men's swimmers at
home with UVM
The UMO men's swim team will
seek to improve on its 0-1 record
as it plays host to the University of
Vermont at 11: a.m. Saturday.
Keys for Maine will be the performances of swimmers Rick Desjardins, John Giglio, Jon Millett,
and Dewey Wyatt, and diver Brad
— --A
Russell.
- - The Catamounts will are led by
former MDI high school standout
John Crock, as well as John LineII,
Colin
McKenna, Richard
Ho'worth, and Bill Jaffee.

Lloyd, Navratilova
in Australian finals
MELBOURNE, Australia(AP)
— The longest running show
in
tennis history is taking its act back
to the $1.5 million Australian
Open.
Top-seeded Chris Evert Lloyd
and No. 2 seed Martina
Navratilova will battle for the
women's title Saturday, the 57th

time the two have met on a tennis
court.
On Friday, Sweden's Mats
Wilander, who has won this Grand
Slam event the last two years, faced giant-killer Slobodan Zivojinovich of Yugoslavia (who
defeated John McEnroe Thursday)
and top-seed Ivan Lendl of
Czechoslovakia took on Sweden's
Stefan Edberg in the other men's
semifinals. The men's title will be
held on Sunday.
The fifth-seeded Edberg, 19,
defeated Dutchman Michiel
Schapers 6-0, 7-5, 6-1 in the
quarterfinals Thursday.
Lendl cruised into the semis
Thursday with a 7-6, 6-2, 6-1 win
over John Lloyd.
Both Evert Lloyd, the defending
champion, and Navratilova, who
won in 1983, struggled through
semifinal matches Thursday
to
earn the meeting that will also
decide who is ranked No. 1 on the
year.
Evert Lloyd had to survive a set
point against her in the second
set
of her 6-1, 7-6 triumph over fifth
seeded Claudia kohda-Kilsch of
West Germany, while Natratil
ova
edged home 6-7, 6-1, 6-4 in
a
match against third-seeded Han
a
Mandlikova of Czechoslovakia.

•Huskies
Bears have scored a power play
tally in
each of the last four game
s. They have
improved their season perc
entage from
5 to 11 percent.
According to Jeff Mordhorst,
the
hockey sports information direc
tor, one
of the Huskies' strengths has
been in the
net. The defense howewr, has
made life
rough on the tenders.
Dave Roach (2-6-1) has a
5.67 goals
against average and .845 save
perc
entage
and is expected to play
Friday.
On Saturday, the Huskies could use
Tiger Pierce, who received a disqualification penalty at Providence and can't play
Friday. Pierce is 0-5-2 and has a 4.44
GAA and .887 save percentage.
The Huskies' scoring attack is led by
sophomore Randy McKay. The wing
has
five goals, nine assists for 14 point
s.
Other scorers in double figures are cente
r
Tom Bissett (4-9-13), Richard Nova
k,
(5-7-12), Don Porter (7-3-10) and Dou
g
Harris (4-6-10).
THE BEAR FACTS
Maine goalie Al Loring notched both
a school and Hockey East regular season
record with his 60-save performance
against North Dakota last Friday. Loring has a 5.56 GAA and .863 PCT.
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Also on the injured list is Todd
Jenkins, who retwisted his ankle befo
re
the North Dakota series. He is
questionable against Tech.
John McDonald leads Maine in scoring at 5-8-12. Dave Wensley(5-5-10)and
defenseman Shawn Anderson (3-7-10)
are the only other Black Bears in double figures.
The Black Bears leading goalie, Jean
Lacoste, is still questionable with
a
hamstring injury. He has a 4.44 GAA
and .865 PCT.

Windjammers beat
Bay St4---113-101
BANGOR (AP) — Orlando
Lamb's 22 points led the Maine
Windjammers to a 113-101 win
over the Bay State Bombardiers in
the Continental Basketball
Association opener for the new
Maine team.
The Bombardiers were led by
Kevin Williams, 50 points, while
Maine forward Oliver Lee had 18
points. And former UMO center
Jeff Cross had 11 points and 13
rebounds.

WMEB college
hockey poll
1.
2.
3.
4.
4.
4.
7.
8.
8.
10.

Denver (12)
11-3-0 120
Wisconsin
--i1-5O95
Bowling Green 12-4-0 90
Michigan St. 9-4-1 66
Boston College 9-3-1 66
Minnesota-Duluth 12-3-1 66
Harvard
4-1-1 40
Northern Mich. 9-4-1 30
Yale
5-1-0 30
RPI
7-1-1 26

Also receiving votes: Minnesota
(22), Boston University (1).

The Campus Corner
Fri. Dec

.6 I
PUB NIGHT
MTV
Beer & Nachos

Monday Night
Football
BYOB
The Campus Corner is located at the end
of
Grove St. Ext. past York Apartments.

Shuttlebus

"3
-

15

8=1 5=1 EEI
*

to the Bangor Mall
Extended-Christmas Hours
In addition to the Friday and Saturday night trips:
The Shuttlebus will also run Saturday Afternoon, December 7.
•
The Bus leaves from the Hauck ,
Auditorium circle for
12:15 and 1:00 p.m.
It leaves the mall to return to UMO
at 2:15 and 3:00 p.m.
Round trip ticket is only $1.50.
Sponsored by Alpha Phi Omega and
Gamma Sigma Sigma
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Don't be naughty--Be nice
Make a list
and check it twice.
Then get everything on your list at the

University Bookstore

They are having a

10% OFF SALE.
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on everything
in the store.
Sale starts -on December 9.
•books
•sports equipment
•clothing
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Sale does not apply to special orders, chairs,
rings, calculators and related supplies, film
developing, software, and magazines.
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